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Research and Application of Digital Audio  
Watermarking Algorithm 
Abstract 
The development of digital multimedia technology and Internet technologies makes 
the digital media transmission become very convenient. However, the dissemination 
about piracy music and the modified of copyrighted content lead the interests of the 
owners and issuers to be damaged. Therefore, the copyright protection has become the 
issues to be settled urgently. As a potential solution, digital audio watermarking 
technology has been widely concerned and becomes a hot academic research. 
Embedded algorithm and the method to select location of embedded are two key 
issues in the research of digital audio watermarking technology. How to select audio 
segments which affect audio quality at least becomes a hot issue. The method to 
modify original audio to embedded watermark affects audio quality and robustness, so 
embedded algorithm becomes a focus. 
According to the above two key points, our study focuses on embedded 
algorithm and the method how to select embedded location. The main works of this 
thesis are as follow: (1) An algorithm based on DWT is proposed that embedded one 
watermark signal in two low-frequency wavelet coefficient. Experiments show that 
the method have robustness resistance to the attacks like smoothing and compression; 
(2) For how to choose a suitable location to embedded, an adaptive mechanisms based 
on SVM was proposed. According to properties of digital audio, select a segments of 
audio have stable energy, zero-crossing rate as a feature vector and get SVR (Support 
Vector Regression) training model, training model using SVR to achieve position 
adaptive selection, combined with quantitative strategies to embedding and extraction. 
Experiments show that the method can select the audio segments which have high 
energy and low zero-crossing. Also this method affects the audio quality at least and 
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Protection Technique Working Group)从 1995 年开始致力于基于 DVD 的视频版权








































是时间域算法中两种 主要的算法。 不重要位算法(LSB，Least 
Significant Bit) [11]将水印信息嵌入到载体的 不重要位上，这样可以保
证嵌入水印是不可感知的。文献[12-13]提出使用两步算法提高 LSB 的鲁
棒性和比特率，使用一种新的 LSB 编码算法将水印嵌入到 LSB 较高层
然后对由嵌入水印引人的噪声进行处理。使用这两步算法，水印嵌入到
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